
Beloved one,  you have asked me to

speak of miracles. You have asked for

miracles.  You  have  said,  “This  tiny

little  thing  [the  corona  virus]  which

has come upon us,  I’d like  to  see  a

miracle of it being put aside; not nec-

essarily  destroyed,  but  put  into  a

proper place where it is not going to

be”—as you understand it—“harming

the body.” So you have asked for ones

to get very busy with working on how

to bring up something that  will  acti-

vate the body to fight this little thing

as  it  would  come  seemingly  from a

foreign space.

Down  through  what  you  would  see
history  to  be,  you  have  periodically
brought  about  certain  illnesses,  dis-
eases  which,  in  your  belief  system,
would attack the body. In truth, noth-
ing can attack you, the being that you
are, because you are beyond the body.
But  you  have  seen  ones  who  have
said, “Yes,” that they would allow the
body  to  be  deactivated  so  that,  in
truth,  they  could  come  back  again,
having formed a new body.

In two to three years’ time from now,
you will see a great population explo-
sion,  where  the  ones  who  have  left
have said, “I want to re-energize, and
I want to come and play. The lifetime
I have just finished,” they are saying
this, “it had its good points. It had its
points of love, points where I came to-
gether  with  one  and I  could  see  the
Light that they are, and they could see

the Light that I am, but it was not in
fullness.  I  want  to  know fullness  of
Light.”

So they have said,  “I  will  allow the
form  to  go,  and  I  will  come  back
again.” I do not often predict, but this
I  will  predict,  that  in  two  to  three
years  of  your  timing,  the  ones  who
have  exited  off  the  stage  right  now
will  be  back  with  new  form,  some
coming as  the  babe  in  arms  to  start
with what seems to be a new learning
curve, and others remembering how it
feels to be drawn from the river of life
and coming in  the  fullness  of  body.
They  were  not  there  yesterday;  now
they are here.

You have that in what you call some
of  your  science  fiction,  and  you are
going  to  make  it  outside  of  fiction;
you  are  going  to  experience  it  as  a
truth.  You  are  going  to  know  ones
who come into your circle of friends,
and they were not there yesterday, but
they  come now to  play  with  you in
full  form. Do they know that  this  is
what they have done? Yes, they will
know.  Will  they  tell  this?  Yes,  they
will tell it. Will they be believed? By
some, yes, and by others, no. It will be
a fun experiment. But then you are al-
ways in every day experimenting.

You  have  acknowledged  that  you
have a most wondrous creative ability.
Sometimes  you  create  that  which  is
fun, joyful, light; sometimes you cre-
ate something that is more harrowing
and you say,  “Whew! So glad I  got
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through that.  I  don’t know what that
was all about, but I seem to be on two
feet, two legs; I seem to be here as I
was.”

But  in  truth,  you  are  never  as  you
were, because every moment you are
changing.  Every  moment  there  are
new cells being brought together, and
in every moment there are new cells
exiting and you make changes in the
body.  If  there is a friend whom you
have not seen in perhaps a couple of
years,  and  now they  appear—or  say
twenty  years  even—they  appear  and
say, “Hi, I’m George.”

And you think,  “You’re  not  George.
You  don’t  look  like  George.”  Well,
time has made a bit of a change, per-
haps. A bit of the hair has changed. A
bit  of  the  coloring  of  the  hair  has
changed,  perhaps.  A bit  of  the  form
has  grown  a  bit,  or  not.  You  make
changes  day  by  day;  sometimes
changes that you do not notice until a
bit later and you say, “Oh, I don’t re-
member the hair being that color.” It
is as a most wondrous experiment, be-
ing human.

So in what is known as a passage of
time,  ones  are  going  to  be  coming
back again in a new form to play with
a more awakened consciousness. It is
a  miracle  in process right  now.  It  is
happening, and as you follow it or as
you awaken to it in a year or two or
three,  you  are  going  to  say,  “Wow,

things  have  changed,”  and  yes,  they
do change.

You have asked for miracles.  I  have
heard you in your quiet times where
you have said to me, “Jeshua, I want
some things to be changed. I want the
body to be a bit more youthful. I want
to be able to have more energy. I want
to be able to go… wherever.” Perhaps
you  have  an  idea  you  want  to  go
somewhere. “I have a plan that I want
to  follow,  but  I  don’t  really  know
what the plan is.  Will  you show me
the plan? And will you walk with me;
take  my  hand  and  walk  with  me?”
And I always say, “Yes.” So be care-
ful what you ask for, because you will
get it.

Miracles happen around you all of the
time. You are bringing forth miracles.
I have heard you when you have been
praying and praying and praying and
asking for a miracle…and it happens.
And you say,  “Where did that  come
from? How did that happen?”

Well,  creative one that  you are,  you
are creating moment by moment that
which  you  experience,  and  you  are
putting the label on what you experi-
ence  as  either  something  that  you
want to experience or something that
you are not so sure about, and you can
dismiss it as well. You have the power
of  making the miracle.  In  truth,  you
do it every moment.
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You are bringing forth the reality that
you are experiencing. That in itself is
a miracle: how creative you are.  Al-
low  yourself  to  look  for  miracles.
Look for them. There is  going to be
one that is going to come right up in
your face, and you are going to say,
“You know, I feel young again. Wow,
I feel really energetic. I think I’ll  go
work out at the gym.”

You  have  asked  for  miracles.  You
have said, “It’s going to take a miracle
to get through this,” so you have set
about  very  quickly,  immediately,  to
work on what will be to you judged as
a miracle. Now, in truth, miracles hap-
pen  naturally;  they  have  to.  Every-
thing  that  you  experience  is  in  its
proper order, and there is nothing that
is going to impede the expression of a
miracle.  You  are  the  ones  who  are
calling whatever happens a miracle or
a non-miracle, but in truth, everything
that you create is a miracle.

That  which  you  are—and  you  are
much more than the body, much more
than  the  mind,  much  more  than  the
personality  that  you  claim—you  are
the  divine,  holy  one—whole,  not
missing even one little part—express-
ing  life  upon  this  plane.  So  take  it
lightly. Allow yourself to be happy in
every moment. There is a miracle in
every  occurrence,  every  experience,
even  when  you  get  to  the  place  of
frustration.

The best thing that you can do when
you  feel  that  you  have  come  up
against a wall, a barrier of some sort
where things are not coming together
the way you want them to, is to stop
and breathe.  Allow all  of  the  pieces
that are running around in the mind to
come to a still point. Wait for the door
to open. Wait for all of the pieces to
come  together.  Know that  they  will

come together.

Even this virus, as you call it, which
seems to be wreaking such havoc all
over  holy  Mother  Earth,  has  a  pur-
pose. It is showing you quite a few ex-
amples, Oneness being a big part of it.

It  is  showing you that,  yes,  you are
creative,  you  are  creating  this,  and
yes,  it  is  following  your  pattern  of
what you have asked to know—how
creative you are; not how you might
be attacked by something. No, that is
not its purpose.

You are bringing it forth to show that
everyone on holy Mother Earth is ex-
periencing the Christ Self,  the power
of the Christ Self. Whether or not you
activate form, the body, does not mat-
ter.  What matters is the living Force
within you which says, “Even if I lay
down the form, the body, I awaken as
still alive.”

In truth, the deceasement of the body
is no big thing.  You will  awaken in
the  next  moment,  outside  of  time,
probably  surprise  yourself  because
you feel so good and say, “Wow, that
was easy. I wonder if I can make form
again that easily.” And yes, with the
thought comes the form.

Now, there is what you acknowledge
as  timing,  because  you  may  not  be
wanting to return to what seemed to
be a tedious existence, so you say, “I
think I’ll wait. I’ll wait until things get
a  little  bit  easier  down  there.”  Be-
cause, you see, you find yourself ele-
vated. Have you gone to heaven? Yes,
you can call it that. You are looking,
you are  watching.  You are  watching
the loved ones who are mourning you.
And I would say that they could take

“u” out of that word and make it m-o-
r-n-i-n-g—morning—a new day rather
than a sadness. Take “u” out of it and
understand that  every moment  is  the
opportunity  to  know  Self—capital
“S”—whether or not you have form.

When I was upon the cross, I looked
at the world as it was at that time, and
what I saw were ones who were ques-
tioning, “What is going on? How can
they do this to my teacher, to the one
who  has  been  revered  as  teacher?
How can he have said yes, agreed to
the  seeming  deceasement,  when  he
brought  other  ones  back  from  what
seemed  to  be  the  dead  state?  How
could this be?”

Well,  in speaking to my Father—the
Oneness that we are, the divinity that
we are—in speaking to my Father,  I
asked,  “What  is  life  all  about?”  I
started asking this from the moment I
could  put  together  two  ideas.  You
have done this as well;  I  have heard
you. “What, oh Lord, is the meaning
of life? Why am I here? Why? What
am I supposed to do? I know I must
have  a  reason for  being.”  You have
asked all of the questions, and the an-
swer has been, “To enjoy, to be in joy;
the vitality of Being; to take hold of
that and say, ‘Yes, I am going to go
on the adventure of life.’”

Now, life is going to be an adventure,
whether you like it or not. It is going
to bring you all kinds of opportunities
to either be in joy or to be in, “Oh, my
God, how I suffer.” Well, free choice.
You have tried, “Oh, my God, how I
suffer,”  but  that  did  not  bring  you
much  happiness.  So  then  you  have
said, “Well, I think I will look for the
good in life. I’ve heard some philoso-
phy that says there is good. I’m going
to look for it.” “Hmm, didn’t find it.
I’ll try again.”

So  throughout  a  lifetime—and  you
have had many;  this  is  not  the  only
one, so do not despair and say, “Oh,
my God, if I  don’t make it this life-
time,  I’ve  had  it.”  No,  if  you  don’t
make  it—whatever  “it”  is—this  life-



time, you are going to express again
and again and again for the sheer joy
of being.

Miracles  abound  around  you  every
moment.  You prove it  to yourself in
big ways  and small  ways  to  start  to
awaken to the creative Being that you
are and to celebrate the creativity of
the holy Child. You are in the midst of
Life—capital  “L”.  You  are  in  the
midst  of  a  stream  of  consciousness,
and you are  making for yourself  the
most wondrous experience.

There are many who are allowing that
which seems to be so bad, so terrible
right now, to assist them in moving to
the next level. Those are the miracles
that you have asked for. The ones who
are  exiting  truly  are  having  their
prayers  answered;  not  the  prayer  of
the  moment  that  has  said,  “Let  me
live;  let  me live one more day,” but
the prayer that says, “I want to know
my Oneness with Life—capital “L”—
I want to know Who I am, why I am,
and  where  I  am and where  I’m go-
ing.”

As you ask, it will be answered, some-
times  in  a  way  that  you  understand
right away, and sometimes it takes a
little longer before the Light comes on
and you understand.

You  are  making  the  most  wondrous
miracles  right  now  as  all  over  holy
Mother  Earth  ones  are  waking  up.
Ones are saying, “The order of how it
has been is  not  the most  loving,  not
the most understanding and acknowl-
edging of  the Christ.  There must  be
something more.”

These are  the miracles  that  are  hap-
pening  as  ones  breathe  their  last
breath of a certain encapsulated life-
time; breathe that last breath and say,
“Oh,  okay,  where  am  I  now?  What
can I do now? What do I want to do
now? I thought that when I breathed
my last breath, there would be dark-
ness. I’d be put in a box, buried, for-
gotten.”

No, I am here to tell you that that does
not  happen.  The  form  may  be—not
you,  but  the form—may be put  in  a
box, may be buried in a big hole in the
earth, or maybe it was put in the incin-
erator  and  burned.  Or  maybe  it  was
tossed out with the rubbish. But you,
as the energy that you are, can never
be extinguished. Hear that well.  You,

as the energy that you are, can never

be extinguished. That is the miracle.

So upon the demise of the form, you
take  the  figurative  deep  breath  and
say, “I Am. I am still alive. Now what
do I want to do?” And yes, all of the
loved ones are going to come to you.
All of the loved ones who have let go
of  form  earlier—because  they  go
nowhere away from you—any of the
loved ones that you have known and
loved in this lifetime, and even other
lifetimes,  come to you and welcome
you; they say, “Hey, we’ve been wait-
ing for you. I don’t know what took
you  so  long.”  And  you  say,  “Well,
there were things I had to do….”

That is the miracle of life. It is ongo-
ing.  You  make  changes.  Changes  in
consciousness: that is the miracle that
is happening right now—in your con-
sciousness,  in  your  awareness,  and
with your brothers and sisters all the
way around holy Mother Earth. Ones
are waking up to the Allness of life;
not just the part that says, “Okay, this
is who I am. Hmm, well, it’s not too
bad, it’s not too good; whatever.”

You  are  much  more  than  the  form.
You  are  the  Light  in  the  eyes  that
comes on when you see a loved one.
When you even think of a loved one,
there is a change in energy that hap-
pens. If you are hooked up to the tech-
nology which shows the life energy of
the body,  it  goes  chirp,  chirp,  chirp,

because  you  are  coming  alive,  truly
alive in the consciousness of Being.

Life—capital  “L”—cannot  be  extin-
guished. You would call that a mira-
cle. I call it the Truth of your Being,
and you can celebrate it.

Allow  yourself  the  deep  breath  and
say, “I Am,” and you are. “I Am ev-
erything that I have ever asked to be,”
and  you  have  expressed  in  many,
many forms. You have expressed here
and  on  other  planes.  Even  as  we
speak,  you  are  expressing  on  other
planes.

“But,  Yeshua,  how can  I  do  that?  I
mean, I’m right here and I’m activat-
ing this  body.  How can I  be in  two
places or more all at the same time?”
Why not? You have created this. This
is not all that you are. Now, I am not
advocating  that  you  get  so  other-
worldly  that  you  do  not  have  focus
upon  this  life.  I  am just  saying  that
you  are  much  more  than  you  have
been taught that you are, much more
than what you have accepted yourself
to be, so celebrate it. Know that you
are a walking miracle.

You  ask  for  miracles?  You  are  sur-
rounded by miracles.  Allow yourself
to  be  joyful,  to  know  that  always,
whenever you lift up the foot and put
it down, you have expressed a mira-
cle.

Beloved  one,  look  for  the  miracles.
They are all around you. Celebrate the
miracles,  because  that  is  why  you
make  them.  Allow  yourself  to  walk
forward in joy. Do not mourn the ones
who are in process of exiting so that
they  can  express  the  miracle  of  re-
birth. Life is an ongoing expression of
miracles.

You have decided to play with an ex-
periment, an experiment of believing
yourself to be just an individual little
spark  of  Light,  and  to  see  a  lot  of
other twinkly lights around you. You
are as the most wondrous little insect
that has the light on the rear and lights



up from time to  time—the  lightning
bug,  you call  it—and you play  with
each other, turning your light on and
off, on and off.

You are the Light of the world. Often
you  allow  yourself  to  see  others’
Lights  and  you  say,  “Oh,  what  a
bright  Light  that  one  is,”  forgetting
that truly they are as a mirror to you,
showing you truly Who and What you
are.  So  when  you  see  another  one
coming radiantly alive, remember you

are the Light,  the Light of what you
call  the  Oneness  of  Being.  You  are

the miracle you would seek.

So be it.

JESHUA Q&A

WHAT ABOUT MY CAT?

I’m just  worried  about  my  cat  right

now.

Yes, your cat did not want to surprise

you all of a sudden with a jolt to your

heart.  This  cat  has  been  your  cat  in

other lifetimes. This cat, even though

she looks to be a small thing, was in

other  lifetimes  with  you as  the  very

large  tiger,  and  she  went  with  you,

keeping comradeship with you. So she

doesn’t want to just exit very fast. She

wants to take her time. But you have

ascertained correctly that she is mak-

ing her  goodbyes.  It  may take her a

few more days, because she is not in a

hurry to leave you,  and she can feel

and appreciates your love for her. 

The  ones  who come in  animal  form

have been your friends, your compa-

triots  many  other  lifetimes  as  well,

and  they  sometimes  take  the  animal

form so that they can be with you for

a period of time and say to you, “Do

you remember me?” And they do not

care; they’re washing themselves, yes,

being  very  busy.  But  do  not  let  the

heart  hurt.  She is  taking her time so

that  you  will  not  be  too  surprised.

Like you were wondering, “When are

you going to do it?” But yes,  she is

taking her time.

She was outside all day, and just be-

fore I left, she came in.

Yes, she is very much mind attuned to

you,  and  she  knows  what  you  are

thinking.  This  is  true  of  the  four-

footed ones. They do not  understand

or  care  to  understand  the  vocal,  but

they know the mind and what you are

thinking. So she feels your love, and

she is saying to you, “I’m going, but

don’t rush me.”                

HOW LONG, OH LORD? 

I would like to ask how much longer

this  crown  of  thorns  will  be  in  this

country,  Columbia,  where I  am.  Too

many  unusual  things  are  happening

every day, all related to the lockdown,

even  children  dying  of  malnutrition,

killings, etc., and we are not able to

hug anymore or travel.

It is a time of change, and it is what

you have foreordained to be a time of

miracles. Now, I know it doesn’t look

like that. It looks like a time of devas-

tation, a time of trial, but it is in truth

a  time  of  miracles.  I  would  suggest

that  you  look  for  the  miracles.  The

other happenings are going to be quite

plain; in other words, obvious. 

How much longer? It is in your timing

what you would see to be six months

or perhaps a small bit more, but not to

worry.  It  is  passing.  It  will  be gone,

and  you  will  look  back  upon  it  at

some point. So be of good cheer, be-

cause this too will pass. It is for you to

know the everlasting life that you are.

And truly, for the ones who are mak-

ing their exit right now, it is to show

you  the  temporariness  of  life  itself.

And the ones who are leaving, relin-

quishing  the  body form,  it  has  been

foreordained, in truth, in their life plan

that  they  would  have  certain  exit

points where they would not have to

endure. So when ones leave, count it

all as good, because they will be back.

The small ones who are having some

problems and need to exit,  they will

come back in a better time, so do not

allow yourself the heartbreak.

You  have  looked  upon  that  which

could be judged to be really  horren-

dous,  giving up the form, as is  hap-

pening  all  over  holy  Mother  Earth,

seemingly  in  great  numbers.  But  do

not stop with just looking at seeming

death.  Allow yourself  to  see as  they

see when the form does not need to be

activated any longer. The form can be

a bit of a hindrance to seeing, know-

ing the Oneness of spirit. Count it all

as good. But do not be in a hurry to

give up the experience of physicality,

because  there  is  much  of  joy  in  it.

Look for the joy in the expression of

life. It is there.

JOY



LOSS OF SENSE OF SMELL

I  had an  accident  a  few years  ago,

and through that have lost the ability

to  smell.  Do  I  focus  on  the  capital

“T”  Truth  of  my  wholeness?  How

much  should  I  recognize  the  lower

“t” truth of my experience not being

able to smell? What makes the heal-

ing experience happen? 

First  of  all,  recognize  the  power  of

creativity,  and  then  ask  of  yourself,

“In this lifetime, this adventure, how

important is the sense of smell?” And

I will say unto you, not as important

as it has been in other lifetimes where

you had to use all of your senses in or-

der to keep activating the form. It was

important to be able to smell if there

was  a  fire  somewhere  approaching

through the  forest  towards  you.  You

used the eyesight. You used the sense

of smell. You even used the sense of

hearing, if you could hear crackling of

a fire. The smoke that would be com-

ing, yes, you would smell that. 

But  in  this  lifetime  where  you  are

now, the sense of smell is a bit  of a

luxury. You can smell the most won-

drous rose and the scent of the flow-

ers.  You can smell  the fresh air,  but

you can also feel it. So I say unto you,

the sense of smell is a gift, but if you

do not have that gift any longer, look

to the gifts that you do have, the fact

that  you can walk,  that  you can see,

that you can interact with the brothers

and sisters. Count your blessings, and

if the sense of smell is no longer with

you, the memory is, for in truth, you

have  lost  nothing.  But  play  with  it.

Play with knowing, “Ah, I remember

how this kind of flower smells,” and

drink  it  in  in  memory.  You  have  in

truth lost nothing. Rejoice.

Beloved ones, you are a spark

of the Allness. You are a spark

of  Light  going  forward.  You

are  the  strength  of  the  fire-

cracker that  you hear on the

Fourth  of  July.  You  are  the

ocean of Being. You are Love.

CREATING OUR OWN

REALITY
                                                            

There are two people who would be

considered to be fairly well versed in

artificial intelligence, Stephen Hawk-

ing when he was alive and Bill Gates

who  has  a  lot  of  knowledge  about

computers.  Their  biggest  fears  were

artificial  intelligence  for  the  human

race.  I’m  wondering  if  there  are

aliens or others who are poised to ac-

tually interfere with the demise of the

human  population  if  it  gets  to  that

point  where  we  are  threatened.  Be-

cause I have heard that there’s a Rus-

sian billionaire  who has quite  a  fol-

lowing, a young guy who wants to put

nano-bots  into  our  bodies  and  do

away with emotion. He’s quite serious

and is putting a lot of money towards

this. So I wonder what your thoughts

are on this subject.

My thoughts are, you make your own

reality moment by moment. There are

stories that abound. There are rumors

upon rumors that go out, and there are

ideas that are exciting for you in the

fear  point  of,  “Oh,  my  goodness,

could this be done to me, to my loved

ones,  to  the  population  that  I  love.”

You have the stories,  and  no end to

stories, of what could happen, and yet

moment  by  moment  you  make  your

own reality. You determine what you

believe and how it is going to play out

—and  remember  the  usage  of  that

word “play”; how it is going to play

out. Make each day a happy play. 

There are always rumors of this, that,

and whatever. There is always a story

and a rumor about  power  outside of

you that is going to take over insidi-

ously or openly, and it is quite scintil-

lating  to  read  these  stories  and play

with the idea, “What if? What if there

is an intelligence greater than I? What

if  I  am  subject  to  something  more

powerful than I am?” 

You  have  made  lifetimes  where  you

have  believed  that  there  has  been  a

power, either in a person or now with

technology  an  artificial  intelligence,

whatever  you want  to  fashion  as  an

enemy  or  something  that  would  do

you a bit  of  harm, and it  is  okay to

play  with  it.  But  come  back  to  the

truth of your being. 

You are a spark of God. You are the

extension of  the one creative Princi-

ple, which means that you are going

to be every moment as you take breath

in this lifetime. Every moment you are

creating that which you experience. If

you are in a place where you want to

say, “There’s all of this out there that

is bigger and greater than I am,” play

with it; may it bring you much joy. Or,

say,  “I  create  my reality  moment  by

moment. I create in the image of my

Father/Mother/God/Goddess/All  That

Is”—your words…there needs to be a

word for  the Allness of One;  maybe

One is a good one. 

Take your power and know that  you

create your reality as you go along. If

you  see  a  four-footed  one  and  love

that one and your heart opens to that

one, live in that love. Nothing else ex-

ists except love. Allow yourself to be

animated by love. Play as the God that

you are. Live in the love that you are.

Be the cute little angel  that  you are.

Every one of you is a spark of the di-

vine  right  now,  right  here,  whether

you have combed the hair or not.  

Play  with  the  possibility  that  there
could  be  something  outside  of  you,
and then return Home to the truth of
your  being.  Always  and forever  you
make your own reality. Make it joyful.


